
Food Video Assignment 100 pt project 

Due:______________ 

 

You will create a video demonstrating in sign how to prepare a recipe.  You will need to have a finished 

product (food) to show.  You do not have to make the video in the kitchen.  The idea is to use the space 

in front of you to set up a kitchen and demonstrate/tell how to prepare the recipe.   

Remember to list your ingredients, set them up in front of you (as if they were there).  Then add the 
ingredients in the correct order.  Use the correct classifiers, eye gaze, and signs. Make sure you keep 
track of where things are in your “kitchen”.    
 
You will turn in the video, and the paper with the recipe in English and with the ASL Gloss.   
You are graded on the following: 
Fingerspelling,  “kitchen” , ingredients, iconic classifiers,  correct order of recipe, eye gaze, correct signs, 
sample of the food, written recipe and sign gloss.   
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